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⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Linda Griffin on 06/23/23
Spectacular!
His Story was captivating from start to finish. I didn't want it to end. I loved everything
about this musical from the singing, dancing, acting & the rotating stage under a big tent
with all the accommodations of an indoor auditorium. I felt the musical told the story of
Jesus beautifully in such a creative & unique way that would resonate with anyone. The
cast members were extremely talented. Truly adored them...so gifted! Please come
back to Dallas/Ft. Worth. So appreciated everything about His Story The Musical!
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐

⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Annie O on 06/19/23
Fantastic show, disappointing venue
The music, choreography, and singing were all absolutely incredible!! The acoustics in
the venue were subpar, and the temperature was unbearably hot. But moving past those
unfortunate situations, the show itself was really well done. The story didn’t 100% line
up with our understanding of the Bible (didn’t think Mary Magdalene was a harlot) and
we were confused by the relationship between her and Judas. Could have been
plausible, but definitely not necessarily an exact depiction of the Word. It seemed more
like this entire storyline was added to make it more edgy for a secular audience. Overall,
it was a really well-done show with catchy songs and extremely talented cast members.
We give it two thumbs up, and would highly recommend it to friends!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Mercy on 06/19/23
INCREDIBLE
This was absolutely amazing. You have to see it. I cried so much (happy, moving tears).
See the love of God on display. You won't be preached at, but reminded and shown the
true heart of God for the nobodies and messed up ones. Also lots of fun!!!! So many fun
songs and great dancing. Amazing quality show!!! It's hard to find wholesome
entertainment that is done excellently. This is 100% there. Well done. You have to see it.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Robin on 06/16/23
Absolutely fantastic!
What a wonderful depiction of the Gospel of Christ through “Hamilton like” music! The
acting and singing was superb and the use of props very creative. We loved it!!!!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By TW on 06/15/23
INSPIRATIONAL and AMAZING!!!
This show is amazing. I was brought to tears (multiple times). It's such an inspiration to see such
young people ON FIRE FOR JESUS!!!!! Thank You so much to the cast and all the sponsors. I
would highly recommend this show to all.... Especially the young people. The music is GREAT
👍👍👍



⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Rick Porter on 06/14/23
Everything about the play and the performance were wonderful
We went because a friend and his wife had gone and enjoyed it. We are all 80 years old. Our
seats were in the second row so we had a great view of all of the action. With the smallish round
stage, we felt like we were in the middle of the action. All of the different forms of music and
vocals were perfect avenues to tell the story and the staging, choreography, dancing and acting
were flawless. The play was totally enjoyable.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Shell on 06/14/23
Amazing
Amazing presentation of a beautiful story! Great performance of the wonderful message the
talented Anna shared with us!! A must see!

⭐⭐⭐
By Bonnie on 06/14/23
His Story
The musical was good, the venue was extremely hot inside and the seats were very
uncomfortable, I’m giving 3 stars because it was so hot and we were so uncomfortable it was
hard to enjoy the show

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Anne on 06/14/23
UNMATCHED!
I grew up going to musicals from small community theaters to many Broadway shows in NYC.
His Story was one of the best of the best that I have ever seen. The talent, the choreography,
the intimate round stage, the lighting, and the list goes on. Jesus’ story modern day style. You
do not have to be a church goer to enjoy this musical. The way the evil roles (Caiaphus and
Lucifer) switch back between evil and the tribe is phenomenally embodied by the actors (the use
of a necklace and a glove). BRILLANT! I will be back!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By DrC on 06/13/23
Excellent story, obviously! Well performed
Actors were high energy throughout performance and were passionate. Loved the small circular
stage and intimate tent setting. Minimalist costume and props added positively to the
experience. Overall great experience and highly recommend! Suggest a relook at concessions
and merch pricing - seemed high

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Brad on 06/12/23
Amazing show
What a high quality show. Very impressed with how they presented Jesus’ story on a round
stage under a tent.



⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By K. K. on 06/10/23
Amazing Voices!
The show was awesome! All of the singers were amazing, especially Jesus!❤

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By TM on 06/08/23
His Story
Loved the tent with the rotating stage - no bad seat in the house. Performance was fantastic -
actors drew the audience into the action. Refreshing to see Christian themed musical amid all of
the nonsense that is out there. Applause for the Robertsons and the producers for stepping out
in faith to bring this awesome, Christian production to the Dallas area. Thank you so much!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Grateful on 06/07/23
Marvelous
Wonderful event, especially to attract the younger generation because of the type of music. i am
70 years old and I loved the music though. It was emotional and a very moving performance.
The singers had great voices which really made it top notch. Loved how they used the simple
but really cool props. The tent is a work of art and a great experience to visit. I know it’s a new
facility but I appreciated the cleanliness of the public spaces and restroom hopefully the staff can
keep that up. I hope there will be other events available their after His Story is completed.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By D cruz on 06/06/23
The best group of actors singers the rapping dancing their .
The best show by far, the acting singing. Dancing rapping the scene with Judas broke my heart
you feel his pain for betraying Jesse. Richard Chaz Gomez was brilliant as Judas. Go see these
talented actors

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Mum2five on 06/03/23
Wow, really moved me!!
☆♡ I went to see His Story with my family, including 5 grandkids (ages 5 to 16) and we all were
absorbed into the story and music. The stage design and use was brilliant. There were so many
moments and feels! We laughed, we cried. The love of God and Jesus were driven home with
this beautiful story that reveals how our humanity is richer because Jesus came to earth for us.
Jesus, Peter, Mary and Judas were so emotionally raw and beautiful. This cast was amazing!! (I
saw a few comments about the air conditioning. It must have been fixed. It was a bit cold and
sweaters were needed.)

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Lindsey Husek on 06/02/23
WONDERFUL job.
I went to the May 27th show, and was BLOWN AWAY. The actors did SUCH a good job, and I
enjoyed EVERY second. This is TRULY worth seeing, and I've been recommending it to all of



my friends, and Bible Study classmates. Wonderful job on an AWESOME play that I KNOW will
change lives for the kingdom.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Fredccs on 06/01/23
True to the Word… EXCELLENT
I came in not knowing what to expect, but the ahow was above an beyond anything i wcould
imahine or expect, the performances where excellent, the aoundtrack even more, very powerfull,
the light, the atage was really good, no matter where you sit, you feel you are part of the show.
The ahow or muaical is an account very accurate of the sory of Jeaua, with some jokes here and
there that makes it so amooth and fun to watch. As a Pastor, i would recommend that all
churches bring the youth groups and even some adults, thia show will teach you the life and
story of Jesua in a way that it will make a dent in your life and of those who come. I will defenetly
see it again and bring friends so their lifes can be enriched by this experience...

⭐⭐⭐
By Coach on 06/01/23
Hot
The AC was not keeping up and we sweated for two hours. The musical was interesting but not
what I expected. The VIP lounge was not worth the extra money I spent.

⭐⭐
By dad1 on 06/01/23
Venue
The AC in the tent was far from adequate. At least half of the people were using their programs
to fan themselves. I won't be going back. It was 80's outside. Definitely won't be going next
month.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Donna C on 06/01/23
Must See Musical
Loved this! Very talented cast and really enjoyed the way they told the gospel thru song. Highly
recommend.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By TomD on 05/30/23
Outstanding!!!
High energy, Outstanding “Triple Threat” talent—Singing, Dance, Acting. The Gospel, told with
modern song and dance, accurately and respectfully. Highly Recommend!!!

⭐⭐⭐⭐
By KYA on 05/30/23
Interesting
It is a MODERN version of Jesus Story. It was interesting



⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Jeanette on 05/30/23
Wonderful Saturday night musical performance✝
My friend and I were visiting Dallas and we received a call from California. Linda Ludlow told us
to not miss this musical event. She had been to the opening! She was so right! We loved every
detail! The dancers / musicians were talented, professional, and performed an amazing
presentation of the life of Jesus Christ. All honor go to Him.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Tammi - Know your neighbors on 05/30/23
Spiritually exhilarating
I was moved from the very first moment. Music was fabulous…and I’m not a rap fan…so that’s a
true compliment. Crucifixion was Tastefully done without blood and gore, but effectively
demonstrated the sacrifice. Beautiful ending. EVERYONE should see this show! Anna Brown is
blessed with an amazing gift and I’m so grateful she choose to share it.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Melodie on 05/30/23
His Story is so worth seeing!
The music is wonderful! I loved all the actors who are young and you could tell they love what
they are doing! The story of the life of Christ was told through music, dance, lighting and the
characters. Very well done! Great message! I loved it!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Purplelady on 05/29/23
Awesome Show
The entire cast was excellent! Especially beautiful voice of Jesus. This is a very interesting way
to tell HisStory. Unfortunately there were problems with the sound, it did not do the cast justice. I
have gone twice and will go again soon.

⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Lmk on 05/29/23
Beautiful story
Great seating layout. Excellent vocals. Beautiful story. I enjoyed the variety of music, however I
think the rap songs were a bit weak. All the actors need to deliver better on the rap. The rest of
the music and singing was wonderful!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Bill - Garland on 05/28/23
Everyone NEEDS to see this Musical!
I had heard the music before I attended the musical - so I was ready to be amazed. My wife, on
the other hand wasn't expecting much. We were both blown away! The performers were all
amazing. The story was great (how can you go wrong with the Bible?). And the experience was
unforgettable! I would love to see this again and encourage my friends to attend (I should have
gone earlier in the month). I hope this musical takes off and is a huge success!



⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Ejtracy on 05/25/23
AMAZING!!
This show was amazing!! So profound!! It made me laugh, cry and it touched my heart!! Just
beautiful!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Walker TX Realtor on 05/24/23
Major Moments in Jesus’ Life Revealed in a Modern Way
I so enjoyed watching events from the Bible portrayed in a new and artistic way. The lyrics are
epic and I loved the all the creative and impactful moments. His Story brings color and life into
the life of Jesus. I know the Holy Spirit will use this show in a mighty way!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Lynn on 05/24/23
Greatest Story Ever Told
The music was fantastic and every cast member had a beautiful voice. The round theater and
lack of back drops only added to the uniqueness of this show. First class musical. GO SEE His
Story!!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Ricker on 05/24/23
Incredible show
Great songs, inspiring script, we acted! Go see it!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Mike R. on 05/22/23
Incredible Production
I was blown away!! The music is excellent and the cast is talented. The stage is a circle that
rotates and elevates and is surrounded by the audience. The venue is a tent, which allows for
immersive lighting projections on the roof. The overall choreography and movement of the show
was smart, interesting, beautiful, powerful, and at times impressively jaw-dropping. All of the
songs are now stuck in my head and I can’t get them out. On that note, I highly recommend
listening to the music in advance (it’s on the website) so you can really appreciate the magic of
everything going on while you’re there in person. Also, worth noting that I’m not all that religious
and still really connected with the message and enjoyed this show. Great job to everyone
involved!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Leah on 05/22/23
Catchy and fun
The songs are so catchy I’ve had stuck in my head for days. A really fun venue and a great
show. Can’t wait to take my family when they visit…such an exciting treat!



⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By c. p. on 05/21/23
You Must Go!
High energy, great music, staging, actors and choreography all outstanding. Don’t miss it! Very
comfortable venue!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By The K and V on 05/21/23
An amazing experience!
This show was so much more than I expected. The dance, stage, and energy the cast brought to
the show will bring you to tears. I loved, loved, loved every minute of it.. The acoustics can be
challenging to understand all the words; but if you are familiar with the story, you can just sit
back and enjoy the experience. The synchrony of the dancers and the intensity in which they
perform is amazing. Not a fan of tent performances, but I would attend this one again in a
heartbeat.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By J.W. on 05/21/23
Wow! Fresh!
1. Story and Lyrics. I know the story- the fresh take was so refreshing while still true to the story
of Jesus! The lyrics were so good that I know I’ll have to see a couple more times to uncover
new details. 2. I keep finding myself singing the songs - stuck in my head! (especially Judas’ “no
one can be trusted, no one’s never bluffing” - i feel guilty loving Judas songs!) 3. Can’t believe
how close the seats felt. We were back 8 rows- which is almost to the back- and could still see
perfectly. Great design of stadium seating. 4. A 17 year old girl wrote this????? Seriously????
I’m gonna go again next week.

⭐
By R.M. on 05/19/23
Disappointing
The venue has potential, however, that potential was not tapped. The most troublesome issue
dealt with accoustics. It was a good thing I knew the story before the performance because
much of this event did not tell the story clearly. It should also be noted that the cast was not
strong strong enough to overcome the weaknesses.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Dfilesg on 05/17/23
Broadway quality, beautifully presented
Wonderful, uplifting show with relevance for everyone

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Rev on 05/17/23
Timely
Very inspiring and well presented by an exceptional cast. A timeless story for “such a time as
this.” This is the stuff out which revival is born!



⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By C.W. on 05/17/23
Fantastic show!
This is a great retelling of Jesus' story. The cast and crew are SO TALENTED. The venue is
cozy and it is theatre in the round so there is really no bad seat in the house. I am looking
forward to seeing this again!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Fit2Serv on 05/17/23
Great musical
Musical was very creative and actors did an awesome job! Highly recommend!

⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Dickie on 05/17/23
Very good play depicts the life of Jesus with upbeat music.
Young lively actors/singers. I am happy to see another venue that will be appealing to young
people . Older people will enjoy it too. The simple costumes and use of a simple red glove to
depict the devil are smart.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Lori N. on 05/16/23
Great production
Took my mother and 7 yr old granddaughter to the show. We all enjoyed it. My granddaughter
loved it! The songs, choreography, performers, and effects were Great. Wish tickets were a little
more affordable. I wanted good seats so bought pricey but didn’t realize the incredible round
stage set up. I think most all seats would be good seats.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Sabra on 05/16/23
It was great to see the show
The performing young people brought tears to my eye to see how much they enjoyed telling the
story of Jesus journey to death and the resurrection was so beautiful.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By PlanOmom on 05/16/23
Loved this Musical
Talented performers, loved the music, and the dancing. I would recommend this to everyone!
Fun, exciting, and entertaining!! The Broadway Tent is a great theater. Every seat is a good seat.
Small and intimate. Great sound and lighting! It has ac and the best bathrooms you have ever
used!!!



⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Julia on 05/16/23
Incredible
I loved this show! The production value was incredible! It was creative and touching!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Shaun on 05/16/23
Powerful for all ages
We took our family and some friends ages 8-40 and everyone was touched by the show. The
performance was incredible and the talent impressive. There was one actor who we were a bit
distracted by, but I’m not sure if the cast alternates or not.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Brad on 05/16/23
Awesome
The young adults sang and performed their hearts out. you could tell they were putting
everything into the performance. The Venue was just about almost perfect! Small and not a bad
seat in the house. It was a great show at a great price.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Rachelle on 05/16/23
Absolutely Stunning
As someone who loves theatre, I was nervous about this show. Christians don't always do a
great job when trying to balance story & quality.... and I was nervous that this wouldn't live up to
the hype. But I have to say I was tremendously wrong in my low expectations. This.
Performance. Was. Amazing. Period. The songs take a story that some of us are very familiar
with and bring out new aspects of the real human story taking place. It connects in a real, deep,
and vulnerable place. The theatre with the round stage is small and intimate, no matter where
you sit you can see the expressions on the actor's faces. It really personal experience and the
musical fits in very well with this type of staging. Also THE CHOREOGRAPHY! Ahhhh It was so
good! There were some incredible lighting and they projected things on the tent walls around
you, so it felt totally immersive. It was a very unique theatre experience. The tent had air
conditioning and bathrooms, it didn't feel very tent like. When we were outside, you could hear
some of the music, but when inside You couldn't hear anything. I have no idea how they
soundproofed it like that. We even got to talk to some of the actors and they were really kind and
lovely. The staff we met were also really lovely. As we were there for the basically the previews,
there was a palpable air of excitement and newness. I am excited to see how this production
grows. Basically, 10/10 experience.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Celeste on 05/15/23
Breathtaking show
The level of talent and professionalism blew our minds…we weren’t sure what to expect from a
broadway show in Dallas! We laughed we cried…we sang we danced (in our seat!) It was
moving, entertaining, and the quality of this show was just as good as being on broadway! The
tent was so awesome and we actually forgot we were in a tent because it’s so nice! I highly
recommend this show to anyone in Dallas looking for an amazing theater experience for them
and their friends and family!



⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Love they arts on 05/13/23
Critique
I thought the play was awesome! Here are my thoughts: Although the play is for all ages I
felt that the younger generation would really embrace it. Since we seem to be losing this
generation to more worldly things this play can get their attention at least to plant a seed. Since
it is telling the story of Jesus the words to the songs should really be heard so I felt the music
was too loud to hear the singers words. There’s a part in the play when Jesus is sitting on the
stair talking but there is guy sitting on the step of the stage which was right in front of us. (Sec 2)
My focus was on Jesus and not the actor on stage so I was wondering why Jesus was saying
these thing then realized it was the man on stage talking. (Sorry I don’t remember the guys
name) I love the fact of locals were selected, seating is in the round, and locals so I don’t have
to go all the way to Dallas. I was supposed to attend the first show but was canceled but Angie
was very accommodating to change are tickets to Saturday’s performance. I have been sharing
info about the show. Best wishes with your success.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Ken Ward on 05/11/23
Simply amazing!
Oh my goodness, what a fantastic production! The music, the lyrics, the choreography... the
STORY! Go see it if you can.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Jason on 05/11/23
Amazing performance and would rewatch the musical
The broadway tent had no bad seats in the house and was wonderful. We flew in from NYC to
Dallas to attend and I was blown away. The performance was stunning and the songs were so
catchy, funny, and beautiful. I would rewatch this again and would recommend this to all my
friends. The portrayal of Jesus made me full of emotions throughout the musical and made me
appreciate more how much Jesus means to me. Regardless if you are Christian or not, I believe
you will enjoy His Story!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By cindy on 05/10/23
awesome!!!
great music and songs. very moving, i was brought to tears a couple of times.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By A. S. on 05/10/23
Best ever!
We drove 6 hours just to watch this musical and it was worth it. We were there for the first
performance and nothing needs to change. Everyone needs to see this!



⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Sue on 05/10/23
Majestic
This is an experience to treasure forever. The atmosphere is spellbound. The actors are so
talented and so believable as they take on a variety of roles. Go see for yourself. Live the story
we all know with outstanding music and actors. The simplicity of the setting makes the story
focus where it belongs—His Story.

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By DA on 05/10/23
Amazing
What a show!!! The young actors, music and the telling of His Story was amazing. I just want to
tell everyone-go see this amazing show!!!

⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
By Oscar on 05/8/23
His Story
The show was phenomenal. We saw the Saturday 2:00pm performance. 5/7 The sound was a
bit off on the first number, but that was corrected. The over head projections were beautiful. Very
simple and clever staging. The choreography was excellent. An incredible ensemble cast. I
would highly recommend this show!!!❤❤❤


